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HE PRINCET0NEA r)E,
AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE, 1944

News... Pictures... Features
In Readable, Rational Balance
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Peace-Blessed America
John E. Moss Begins
Mr Training
Glows With Oldtime
John E. Moss, W. MarYuletide Dispelling
street, has begun his nine's basic training program
War's Shadows
(Ply Axle-ela(ed Press)
Harlingen Army Air Field,
Peace-blessed America, glowlingen, Tex. He is the son
Ts. A. B. Moss, W. Market ing with the oldtime yuletide
spirit, celebrated with an oldt.
fashioned kind of Christmas
whose brightness and cheer
t. Joel T. Dobbins
swept away many of the linger' g In Q. M. Corps
'eut. Joel T. Dobbins, son of ing shadows of war.
Emery Dobbins, Washington
Not since the dark days of
Patricia Auman, 17, brut, is now serving in the 1941, when the jarring notes of
tic-Pacific theater with a conflict first lent a saddening nette and green-eyed, was
termaster battalion of . a air to the tinkling of Christmas named Queen of the Tournaportation corps, with head- bells, had the nation enjoyed ment of Roses. A sophomore at
ers at Yokohama, Japan. such universal happiness and Pasadena, Calif., Junior college, she weighs 108 pounds
re his entrance into the good cheer.
..11
lieutenant'Dobbins-4 Was
Many a family Was united and is 5 feet 21
/
4 niches tall.
udent at University of around the Christmas tree again She is a devotee of ballet
a.
after months or years of separa- dancing, tennis, swimming and
tion. The tree itself was laden horseback riding. (AP Wire,Get Discharges
with many an article that could photo)
Ft. Knox For Xmas
not be obtained in former years.
c John L. Denton, E. Mar- The larder was filled with all
street; Pfc William Y. Gray, manner of good things for the
Donivan street; and S-Sgt. Christmas table.
r N. Adcock, Princeton, are
Withal, there was much that
Kentucky men discharged kept it from comparing with
. Knox last week.
the Christmas of yerteryear.
Dies As Result Of
About 3,200,000 sons and
Being Struck By Auto
ing Home From
daughters still were in far off
Here
For
Saturday
• ic
Discharges
lands, unable to come home unrge Holloway, seaman, first til war's last task was finished.
Dooley Johnson, 29, an emis returning home from the But military officials, in Wash- ploye of the Princeton Creamery,
'c to be discharged, after ington, said they were trying to was instantly
killed Saturday
g aboard the Aurica as a make Christmas as enjoyable as
night about 10:30 o'clock when
nter. He participated in the possible for service personnel on
an automobile ariven by Howard
landings
at Suragao foreign soil.
McGough struck him when he
is. Holloway's wife, VirginThousands of others waited emerged from another parked
'yes on Ratliff street.
vainly on the nation's coasts for car in front fo his home on Hoptransportation to hearthside and kinsville street.
n Son Coming Home
loved ones. Though every transA cornorer's inquest held
"Magic Carpet" Ship
portation facility was loaded to Monday morning held Johnson's
Owen Son, son of Mr. and capacity — and even beyond — death as accidental, and no
Clem Son, is enroute home most of them could not get home charges
were
preferred
on
rd the USS Windsor, a part by Christmas. For these, there McGough.
e "Magic Carpet" fleet that were Christmas trees and dinMcGough, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Okinawa December 3. He ners in camp and aboard ship. Arthur McGough, Stanford, was
be discharged on his return
Thousands of civilians jammed arriving in town to spend the
e States.
railway stations, airports and bus holidays with relatives- when
terminals clamoring for travel the accident happened.
er S. Patterson
Johnson, whose parents are
space that was non-existent.
For Discharge
Communications lines were dead, is survived by four
ter S. Patterson, Sic, swamped with holiday-messages- brothers, Randall, Henry; Audi's,
son of Mr. and Mrs. H. and greetings, and mails were Metropolis, Ill.; Jesse and Tom,
iterson, W. Main street, is far over-burdened.
Princeton; four sisters, Mrs.
e home aboard the 1JSS
Many of the pre-war types of Lorine Hart, Mrs. Essie Mae
ga, a part of the "Magic merchandise that had been ex- Kelly, Mrs. Anna Cummins and
" fleet. He will be dis- pected on stores' shelves by Miss Pauline Johnson, all of
ed on his return.
Christmas simply didn't get Princeton.
Funeral services were held at
there, but it apparently didn't
Caldwell Men
matter. The stores reported their Morgan's Funeral Home Mono'clock, with
arged At Ft. Knox
greatest sales "in recent years." day afternoon at 2
Brooks in charge.
R. Bragdon,
Jesse
Although many places had a the Rev. C. P.
ton; Pfc Emmett R. Brown, white Christmas, Christmas day Burial was in Meek's Cemetery,
la; Pvt. Charles J. Han- brought mostly rain and cold or Caldwell county.
T-5 Wavie R. Fraim and snow, except in the Eastern
Garland R. Hart, all of
VICTORY CLOTHING
Rocky Mountain states, where
ton, were honorably digfair weather prevailed.
CAMPAIGN TO BEGIN
from the Army at Ft.
last week.
HERE JANUARY 14
Princeton and Caldwell
Princeton Soldiers
county's Victory Clothing
arged At Ft. Knox
Collection for overseas re1. Coy H. Crisp and Pfc
lief will begin January 14,
'am F. Hughes, Princeton,
Merle Drain, chairman, anbeen honorably dischar- 450 Kentucky Sportsnounced this week, and more
Knox.
from the Army at Ft.
men To Take Field In
fortunate persons in this and
every other American comNelson, Bullitt Counties
munity are asked to gather
mander K. L. Barnes
Frankfort, Dec. 26 — Some
garments, starting now, for
450 Kentucky hunters will take
n Terminal Leave
donation in this drive to help
mdr. Kenneth L. Barnes to the woods and fields of ;Nelbring new life and hope to
ton physician, has been son and Bullitt counties begindespairing peoples in other
confirst
the
for
January
2
ning
terminal
leave
in
on
the
lands who are utterly destiafter 39 months of service, trolled big game hunt in the
tute. Names of those who
hich 17 were spent in the state's history. Targets or the
will participate in this camic area. He is the son of guns will be the European red
paign will be announced
D. Lee Barnes, Beaver Pam. deer herd of the Bernheim Fornext week, Mr. Drain said.
ander Barnes holds a let- est area.
Princeton has heretofore rethe
of
director
Wallace,
Earl
commendation for services
sponded in generous fashion
red to patients on Two Jima. Division of Game and Fish, toto this appeal and, it is anrived here Monday to join day announced that plans are
ticipated, will do so again
lie and their two children, complete for the hunt. It is schetime.
this
Jan.
through
continue
to
duled
and Peggy, W. Main street.
3, 4, 5, 7 and 8. There will be
no hunting Sunday, Jan. 6.
eral Services Held
Wallace has named about 40
division men to stage the hum
Barkley's Mother
ducah (ili) Funeral services which will be In charge of John
rs. Elects Barkley, 89-year- DeLime, Louisville, division sumother of Senator Alben W. pervisor of game refuges and
ey, were held at 2:30 hunting areas. Nearly 450 speck Monday. Burial was in ial $10 licenses :lad been issued
Grove cemetery here.
and a few more are expected.
. Barkley died Saturday Each hunter will pay $15 addit at Riverside Hospital. She tional if successful in killing a
been ill for a weeK with deer.
enza and pneumonia.
tor Barkley, who was %Ti- Gets Xmas Discharge
M. Phelps, Skc,
to get to Paducah before
Charles
mother died, flew here Sun- Fredonia, Route I, has been
afternoon in President Tru- honm ably discharged from the
I private plane.naval service at Great Lakes, Ill.
•

WINNERS OF

To Readers Of The Leader:
for the last three weeks, we have been sending The Leader
Friday,
on the rural routes Thursday morning instead of
themselves pleased
numerous subscribers have expressed
henceforth, urthsss
this. We will continue thie practice
subscribers will
iceton
Pri
prevent.
seen difficulties
Wartime printer
afternoon.
ve their papers Thursday
community press,
ems, the worst in the history of the
hope to
been pretty well sallied at, The Leader and we
the future. If you fail
in
ways
many
in
service
better
Pm
another
lye your Leader, please phone No. 50 and
Will be sent at once.

CALDWELL COUNTY'S TOP.FARMERS FOR 1945

Pastures And Timber Crops Are Features
Of Plan For Better
Kentucky

A peace-time soil improve
ment program reaching Int,
every part of the State is announced by Dean P. Cooper , o.
the University of Kentucky Col
lege of Agriculture and Agri
cultural Experiment Station.
Built around the work of the
Experiment Station over a lane
period of years, the progran
includes growing crops only or
the least erosive soil and th,
use of other suitable land fo
meadows and pastures, will
non-crop land devoted to timbe
production. Soil building is to IN
furthered through the Antinuec
use of lime, phosphate and certain fertilizers, the growing of
legumes, grass and cover crops
and conservation of manure and
crop residues.
Other provisions of the College of Agriculture's speed-up
soil improvement program are:
Contour cultivation, terraces
and diversion ditches to conserve moisture and control rain
run-off.
SI 4,
Drainage of wet bottom lands.
Better water supplies for both
homes and livestock.
Improvement of pastures by
soil building, including sowing
grass and legume mixtures and
centre)] of weeds.
Improvement o f
woodland
through control of fires, care in
grazing and cutting trees.
In cooperation with farrivrS,
county and community committees and other groups and
agencies, the program will cover
every county in Kentucky, it
Was stated.

Christmas Buyers
Made Big Business
For local Stores
Demand For

Gifts Far
Greater Than Merchants'
.Stocks Could Meet,
Survey Shows

Princeton and Caldwell county
buyers, determined to make
this first peace-time Christmas
the best ever for their loved
ones, boosted gift purchasing
here to an all-time high in
some stores and made this a
highly satisfactory sales season
foi most Princeton merchants,
tho stores were severely handicapped by inadequate stocks and
many wanted articles were not
available, a survey of retailers
here this week disclosed.
Penny's "virtually sold out of
merchandise,” Merle Drain, maMr. and Mrs. J. G. Neal, Princeton Route 3, and Mr. and Mrs. Homer Mitchell, also of Prince- nager, said Monday.
Men's suits
ton Route 3, are pictured above with S. J. Lowry, as the latter presented the Kiwanis Club's an- and topcoats, a big
item each
nual awards for top honors in the organization's Farm and Home Improvement contest for 1945, pre-Christmas season, were
not
at the annual dinner for farmers and agricultural youth. The Neals won first prize, a $50 Victory in this store's stock this year,
Bond and a certificate; the Mitchells, a $25 Victo ry Bond and a certificate.
Mr. Drain said, and many other
gift items were missing; but
volume was large and, in view
of stock limitations, sales were
as big as could have been expected, Mr. Drain said.
Hillery Barnett, manager of
Goldnamer store said: "We have
had the biggest Christmas rush
in several years."
Melvin Fralick, manager of
(By G. M. P.)
for Governor, no Democrat 'apA dispatch from Robt. L. Red Front Store on Market street,
As the New Year begins, the pears anxious to run for the Riggs, Courier-Journal bureau said: "It has been the biggest
Kentucky Legislature will meet Senate in 1946, to win the un- writer at Washington, which ap- year I've had in selling Christin what bids fair to be one of expired portion of A. B. Chand- peared in Monday's issue of the mas goods, nuts, oranges and
the most important sessions in ler's term. Former Governor Louisville morning paper, seem- apples. There has beep little
•
the State's history. There are Keen Johnson, the apparent ed calculated to boost Congress- candy."
Mrs. Alice Denham: "My
numerous indications too that it stand-out, is being cautious to man Chapman's candidacy but
contained nothing to indicate he Christmas business has been
may develop some bitter battles, date.
splendid and sales would have
as between the Republican exThere has been talk of Ben has changed his mind about remaining
in
his
present post. The doubled if I only had the merecutive and the Democratic ma- Kilgore entering this race but
chandise my customers wanted."
jorities in both ouses; but some some informed observers believe Courier-Journal was for Wilson
Billy McKim._ Princeton Shoe
leaders are working for a har- he Is interested only in being Wyatt for the Senate post- and- Store: "I'am
well pleased with
monious session, to the end that Governor. Congressman Virgil promoted his candidacy for some the Christmas
business we have
years
...
but
this
-went
out
the
Kentucky's best interests in this Chapman, foremost present-day
McGee Is Speaker At
had this year. Since shoes have
window
when
the
former
Louismost crucial period shall be orator in Kentucky and longbeen ration-free, we have been
Kiwanis Xmas Program
time representative of the elite ville major accepted a Federal hard pressed to supply demands
served.
The Kiwanis Club had its anWith legislators already in Blue Grass district, has let it be HoUsing post at President Tru- made upon us in both shoes and
nual Christmas program WedFrankfort, politics is being talk- known he prefers to remain in man's request 10 days ago.
hosiery. Business was much betnesday noon, with Frank Wood
J. Lyter Donaldson, „defeated ter .with us than..-last
day and night in hotel. lob- the_Pouse, where he as elfeU
year."
ip charge and the Re's'. J. V.
far
the
governorship
in
the
last
bies and whereever partisans reason to think he can stay for
Carl Winstead, Jeweler: "My
McGee delivering an appropriate
election,
told
this writer with- business has been much better
gather.
... and while the woods life, if he wishes ... rather than
address. Christmas music was
seem full of possible candidates run for the Senate.
(Please turn to page four)
than I expected."
also a feature. It was announced
Frank Wood, of Wood and
that the Kiwanis annual Ladies'
McElfatrick: "Our business has
-k
Night program will be given
been better than it was the
Post-Christmas Nylons
Thursday, Jan. 10,, with Dr.
previous 3 years and we have
Ralph E. Woods, new president
Making Women Happy
had less merchandise than we
of Murray State College, as
F. Murphy:
evmerrsh
Here At Finkel's Store
speaker. The Citizenship Award
Glenn Says New ReveLillie
"I have
State Pledged To Build
Finkel's Fair Store was
will be presented that night.
the customers but haven't
bringing nylons to Princeton
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wood, nue Act Brings Numerous
New Highways Leading had
been able to supply them with
women Wednesday as belatMrs. Walter Towery and Rumsey Changes
To
TVA
Span
merchandise they wanted."
the
ed
happy
Christmas
gifts,
the
Christmas
Taylor sang three
Washington—AP—A bill- to
Collector of Internal Revenue, buyers calling for their prized
Saul Pogrotsky, Finkel's Fair
carols, with Mrs. Taylor acbuild bridges across dams has Store: "My business is about
S. R. Glenn, announces that a
new stockings in relays arcompanying on the piano.
been introduced in the House by the same as last year's in proranged by postcard notices
deputy from his office will visit
Rep. Kewauver (D.-Tenn.) and portion with the merchandise I
sent to persons who registerJanuary
January
2
Princeton
to
Rep. Gregory (D.-Ky.).
Methodist Men's Club
had to sell."
ed ahead of time. Saul
5, and January 11 to 15, to assist
The bill would authorize the
Clifton Wood: 'We have had
Pogrotsky, store manager,
To See Series Movies
the following taxpayers'who will
said this arrangement was Public Roads Administration to an extremely good Christmas
The Men's Club of Ogden be required to file an estimated
build bridges to connect with business, due to obtaining more
working fine and the woMemorial Methodist Church will or final return by January 15:
highway systems, Kafauver ex- merchandise than we have had
men
were
buying
avidly.
meet Friday night at 6:30 o'clock (1) Farmers, if 18% or more of
plained. It is designed particu- in several years, especially cosin the church' basement for its their gross income is from this 1
larly to get bridges over the metics, which are considered by
monthly dinner meeting, features source would be requirecl to file
Kentucky Dam at Gilbertsville,rmany as ideal gifts."
of which will be a "steak din- a final return by this date. Other Air Cured Tobacco
Ky., over the Watts-Barr Dam
Mary Wilson Eldred. "Our
ner" and showing of official taxpayers will have until March Continues To Sell Well
near Spring City, Tenn., and for business has °been about the
moving pictures of the 1944 15 to file their returns.
the Chicamauga Dam at Chat- t same as last year . . . a good
On Brooks Loose Floor
World Series.
Mr. Glenn says the new ReveThe Brooks Loose Floor, at tanooga, Tenn., but would be Christmas business,"
nue Act is in many particulars
Mrs. Ree I. Englehardt, FedMadisonville, continues to sell applicatle throughout the coundifferent from laws previously
Capt. Elliott Hawkins
erated Store: "I am more than
Air Cured tobacco for top aver- try.
in effect and that his deputy is
To Teach Agriculture
satisfied with due, Christmas
ages, according to this week's
Introduction of the KefauverCapt. Elliott Hawkins, who familiar with the laws and is house
have already reached a Gregory bill resulted from an business. We received more merreal
here
to
be
being
of
sent
recently returned f r o m 2 8
report, and total sales at this agreement among state and fed- chandise than we expected and
months overseas duty in the service to the taxpaying public.
figure
above the entire amount eral officials that an effort be exceeded our selling quota."
China-India-Burma Theater, is on The service is absolutely free.
Sula Nall: "I am well pleased
sold
there
last season, Basil made to authorize the construcCollector Glenn urges the taxterminal laeve visiting his parwith
the amount Of business we
Brooks,
manager,
announces.
tion of a roadway across Kenents, Mr. and Mrs. George payers of this county, who
have had during the Christmas
Hawkins, Eddy Creek com- would be required to file returns Some of the crops from Cald- tucky Dam with federal funds. buying season, tho we could
J. Stevens Watkins, Kentucky
munity. He will teach Agricul- by January 15, to see the deputy well county sold on the Brooks
have done so much better if we
ture at Glendale High School and let him help them with floor to date: Clint Boaz, aver- commissioner of highways, has had had the merchandise."
age
$28.43;
top
basket,
$33;
will
build
the
state
agreed
that
problems.
their income tax
the next semester.
Joe P. Wilcox, Western Auto
Adrian Burchett, average $29.25; new highways leading to Kentop basket, $34; Charles A. Les- tucky Dam from U. S. Highway Store: "Altho this is my first
ter and Carl Johnson, average 61 near Kuttawa and U. S. High- Christmas in Princeton, I want
$29.21; top basket $35;. M. B. way 68 between Paducah and to say I am proud to be here
my business has been satisand Charlie Ferguson, average Palma. Watkins also has said and
factory during the holiday sea$29.32, top basket $30; Herman the state will build a bridge
son. I am glad to say that I am
and Millard Mitchell, averages across the Cumberland river benow a part of this progressive
$27.93; top basket $32; Vilas Mit- tween Kentucky Dam and Kutcommunity."
chell, average $26.98; top basket taws.
To sum it all up: Christmas
$33; Homer Mitchell, average
shoppers here, as everywhere
$29.31; top basket $34; Ulis Steelse in the Nation, bought what
gar and Clint Cotton, average Cpl. Frank J. Hubbard,
was available and sought to pur$27.52; top basket $32.
Hero Of 3 Invasions,
chase much more quality merchandise than in other years.
Home From Overseas
Lieut. Col. G. B. Hubbard Cpl. Frank J. Hubbard, M.P„ This, experts believe, was due to
lack of low priced goods and the
has been honorably discherged
Visits Parents Here
fact that more money is in cirreturned
has
Army
and
the
from
Lieut. Col. George B. Hubbard
culation than ever before
HubCorporal
was recently placed on inactive to his home here.
throughout the country.
status in the Army at Indiana- bard served 29 months in the
polis, Ind., and visited his par- Paeific area and was reported
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Allan G. Hub- missing in a typhoorrfor 18 days. Lusby Gets Agency For
bard, W. Main street, enroute He was twice wounded in action Iron Fireman Stokers
.0 his home in Nashvilk. Col- and received the Purple Heart
B. N. Lusby Company, 132
mel Hubbard flew from Paris Medal and three combat stars, East Main Street, has been
to Washington, D. C. November for action in three invasiqns. He granted a franchise by the Iron
20, after serving 22 months in reached Japan in his tour of Fireman Manufacturing company
Europe as chief orthopedic con- combat. Cpl. Hubbard expressed to represent its products in this
to a member of the Leader force territory. The firm will serve
sultant in Southern England.
his appreciation of The Prince- Caldwell county. World's largest
Leader, which was deliver manufacturer of automatic coal
ton
High;
Freda
Fredonia
Beckner,
June
High;
Pvt.
Butler
Thomas
L.
McCarry
Pinnegar,
Louise
Left to right above are shown
him at regular intervals stokers, Iron Fireman is now
to
ed
Lee
Otha
and
High,
Fredonia
Home
Rustin,
For Christmas
Holland, Cobb High; Billy McKinney, Cobb High; Lawrence
Pvt. Thomas L. McCarry, while overseas. He is now mak- busily engaged in the producannual;..Kiwanis Club
Munsey, Butler High after they had received awards as winners at the
Club winner Route 2, was honorably dischgrg- ing his home at 408 Franklin tion of domestic stokers for
dinner honoring outstanding farm families and farm youth. Tunney Hunsaker, 4-H
dinner
arid are ed from the Army at Ft. Knox street with his wife, the former homes, to fill the pent-up deat
the
present
not
winner,
were
girls'
Club
4-H
Tosh,
mobil boys, and Mrs. Orble
Flora Dell Mitchell.
mand brought on by the war.
last week-end.
Blackburn)
Edw.
F.
by
(Photo
not shown in the picture.

Dooley Johnson
Accident Victim

First Deer Hunt
To Start Jan.

Cooper Announces
Soil Improvement
Program For '46
More

Political Talk Begins On Senate And
Governor's Races As Party Leaders
Gather For 1946 Legislative Session

Income Tax Man
Coming To Help

Bill Provides For
Bridge Over Dam
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section of

An enterprising matron, wife of a
young businessman, recently bought some
lumber, intending to have it made into a
small chest of drawers. She called a carpenter to ask what he would charge for
the job. He said $20.
The young woman hung up, gathered
together her husband's tools, went into
the back yard, and made the desired article of furniture herself.
A River Road resident recently discharged from the Army got an estimate on
the cost of enlarging his cellar. It was too

Private George L. Mark, Army of the
United States, has "sounded off." A committee of Congress, a few admirals and
generals, and a portion of the newspaperreading public now know the facts: the
late war was won by "Pentagon Boy
Scouts," by "bemedaled fourflushers," by
"Aristocratic phonys" who are "in the
Army as officers because they cannot
make a fight in the competitive game."
Now that this has been revealed and
Private Mark has unburdened himself
and is on his way home, it might be well
for the House Military Affairs Committee to call an enlisted man to testify who
has some thoughts to express as well as

much, he decided, so he is spending his
Sundays digging it himself.
Such practical reactions to the high
cost of services are daily becoming more
and more widespread. Anyone capable of
earning enough to pay a reasonable price
for the services of carpenters, electricians,
painters, plumbers, etc., is also capable
of learning to get along without them, to
a large extent, if their charges become
unreasonable.
(Louisville Times)

s praising His name.
Hear the voices of the choir sweet in song
in the day on which He was
Sing Our your own devotion and joy,
all the land
born. For Christmas sheds its brightness over
dren. The spirit of
and warms the hearts of all God's chil

be our inspiration
brotherhood dwells with us now, and will
emotions.
All is not right about the officer system. The necessity for peacetime universal military training is not yet established. And the viewpoint and judgment
of the G. I., the bluejackets, and the marine should round out the picture so far
painted by "brass hats." But mere indis
d
alize
gener
and
ling
-cal
criminate name
"gripes," coming from a no more impressive background than ten months in uniform at Camp Kilmer, New Jersey, may
make laughs and headlines, but they
contribute worse than nothing to the
business at hand.
(Christian Science Monitor)
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Ky. Farm News

Contest Produces
Big Corn Yields

fritII

al oil,!

etty Jean Story, Bracken
Pulaski county farmers entercounty 4-H clothing champion, ed in a corn-growing contest
made 27 garments this year
sponsored by the Somerset KiOne hundred and four Graves wanis Club and the Somerset
By J. F. Graham
county dairymen have entered Farmers National Bank
reported
ao cows in the artificial Veed- an average yield of 75% bushels
You Getting Most
ing program.
to the acre. This, says County
Cash prizes of $215 were dis- Agent Hugh Hurst, is about 53%
lars For Timber Land
The Shock-Picture
tributed at the McLean county bushels more than the average
ere never has been a time
of
the year!,
4-H club and F. F. A. fat cattle corn yield in Pulaski county.
the history of our county
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of
conservation
show.
i.
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Shortage of rainfall reduced
ko.,...
Pendleton county farmers yields, especially on upland. Jim
' portant as now. Yet sysand
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bought 800 Hampshire-cross ewes Sowder produced 116 bushels on
tic
from the Parham ranch in Mon- an acre of over-flow land that
table. Farmers who have
k
k
ii V
i
tana.
• r to sell should consult
often was too wet in normal
A. Nelson, U. S. Forest
Wayne county 4-H club mem- years, and Bratcher Gregg probers sold fat calves for $27,884 duced 101.5 bushels on an acre.
ice, Princeton, for advice
,
assistance to determine
and added $261 in cash prizes.
Charles Roberts grew 87% buour
At
expected.
be
Mrs. Raymond Moore, a Bath shels to the acre on five acres
can
county homemakers' club mem- where he turned under a cover
t should be cut and yield
,
0
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.'
st, Mr. Nelson has preber, made 35 yards of bias tape crop of rye and vetch and apd
, .
le'
• the article for our column Starbright . . . Yule pageboy Checkerboard braid . . . For Cloudtop braid . . . A side-swirled from a feed sack.
plied liberal amounts of fertiliweek. We suggest careful hair-do, easy to manage for the dramatic
One
hundred
and
sixty-seven
INTO
contrast, Charles of coiffure that will accept those
zer.
ink
girl who keeps her hair con- Ritz suggests black and white diamonds and jewels that may members of homemakers' clubs
our
all
of
one-third
early
ditioned and lustrous,
braid for Christmas and moon- be hiding in your treasure chest. in Boyd county enrolled in a for Shelby county farmers.
ercial forest land • is in
Forty-five Bell county farmcourse called "The Well-Groomlight.
2 mil1
ownership. Some 3/
ers have made plans to drain
ed Woman."
only
choice trees or allowing
farmers own woodland acreMrs. James Brookshire, Hardy- land next year.
Many farmers derive sub- his woods to be clear-cut. It is
ville Homemakers' Club leader
'al income from the sale to the interest of farm woodland
in Hart county, has made 80
jog, and hauling woods at- owners that professional forestry
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those articles from boxes.
guidance
be
available
and
for
profitable
that who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
opportunity
Taylor county hybrid corn is
oyment during periods when good forest management be the 40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- averaging around 60 bushels to
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a
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A-VVeek
farm work is slack. In ad- general practice.
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, the acre, or almost double yields
Do you plan to harvest the shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
n, farm woodlands yield
of common kinds.
CreomuLton relieves promptly bepost, and other products trees in your woods? If so, do
Popcorn growers in Ballard cause it goes right to the seat of the
Princeion, Ky. April 3, 1914. Mr. Hollowell, up to his return
home use. On many farms, you have an idea to the amount M. J. Groom went to Louisville here several months ago, has county reported net +profits of trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
ver, the woodlands have you have to sell? When you mar- yesterday to be present at a been in Lexington the past two $75 to $100 an acre.
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inbronchial mucous memso mistreated that no in- ket other crops you first figure meeting of the Insurance Board or three years. He liked LexMembers of homenaakers' clubs flamed
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
can be expected for many the actual or
approximate of local agents of the state.
ington fine, hence his return.
in Garrard county have been stu- a bottle of Creomulsion with the un• Protection from fire and weight, grade, and market price.
must like the may it
dying care and repair of elec- derstanding you
quickly allays the cough or you are
g will greatly hasten the Do you have this information
comes
Princeton, Ky. May 1, 1914. trical equipment.
Princeton, Ky. April 17, 1914.
to have your money back.
when these mistreated areas on your timber so that you An occasion very much enjoyed Mrs. R. W. Ogilvie and daughA Shelbyville welding shop
WILD
BILL
return the production.
know that you are getting a was the two-course six o'clock ter, Miss Frances, have returned made Experiment Station-deover the country a growing fair price for your trees? If you dinner given at the Hotel Hen- from a few week's stay in Ash- signed tobacco lowering hooks for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
r of farmers are using know these things about your rietta Sunday evening. The fol- ville, N. C.
forest practice. They pro- woods, a Farm Forester will pro- lowing composed the guests of
and harvest their timber vide an estimate without cost to the pleasant event: Miss Pearl
Princeton, Ky. June 12, 1914.
an eye to future crops, you. Requests for estimates can Lester, Mr. Jeff Watson, Miss
Judge J. P'. Gordon, J. H. Wildemonstrating that such be made either to the County Irene
Mr. Dudley liams, Charles Pepper and J.
Garrett,
nds are practicable. But ac- Agent or to the Farm Forester, Rawls, Miss Mabel Hopewell,
W. Jewell made a "flying trip"
to a recent estimate, U. S. Forest, Service, Princeton, Thomas Johnson, Miss Ethel
to Hopkinsville Tuesday night
cent of all cutting on pri- Ky.
Brooks, of Sturgis, Mr. Hugh in Mr. William's handsome car.
land is still done without
Goodwin, Miss Clara Castleberry,
...That is an old saying, but it gives you the
ious regard to future crops.
Mr. Lonnie Finley, of MadisonPrinceton, Ky. July 24, 1914.
proper management, farm
ville, Miss Arnie Towery, Mr. Mrs. J. A. Stegar and son,
ands can play an important
Hinkle Rawls, Miss Helouise James, and Dr. and Mrs. J. A.
in successful farming, yieldJacob, Mr. Hugh Hunter, Miss H. Miller are at Manitou, Colo.,
Also!
steady returns over the
Mary Lou Akin, Mr. Anson for a month's sojourn, having
COLoR
•
'•
. And farm woodlands can
Hopson,
Lena
Miss
Kuy'kendall,
left Thursday of last week.
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-*,
an important part in the
....
of Gracey, Mr. Heath, Miss
•
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•
.
nal welfare as one of the
,
Macie Bell Jackson, Mr. Clyde
Princeton, Ky. July 24, 1914.
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O'Hara, Miss Amanda Akin, Mr. Miss Grace Rawls, Dudley Rawls
CHAPTER
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,
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.
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er forester. He is often at a
Princeton, Ky. April 14, 1914. a house party given by Miss
.taf,Ru,F—.
vantage in dealing with
Earl Hollowell has returned to Ruth Nabb, of Trenton.
✓ buyers, acceptuurTumpxington, v.r/e he has again
payments far below actual
entered the real estate business.
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Relief At Last
For Your Cough

BARBARA HALE TOM NEAL

.
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YOURS FOR ACTION!
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"It Wasn't Raining When
Noah Built the Ark."
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John E. Young Agt,
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How women and girls
nay get wanted relief
from functional periodic pain
Cardui is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and nervous strain of functional period*
distress. Here's how it may nap:
Taken like a tonic.
It should stimulate
appetite, aid digestion,* thus help build resistance for the "Hine
to come.
LOOK
4% Started 1 dare beINTO
fore "your time". It
15/S 2'WIif
should help railer*
Pain due to pular titanHone' periodic causes.
Try Cardul. If it helps, yen%
be glad you did.

Pepsi-Cola Company. Long Island City, N. Y.
Bottler: Pepsi Cola Replan/0Mo Bottling

Owners of 19 dairy herds in
Jefferson county, containing 608
cows, reported an average income of $152 per cow over feed
cost for the year ended Oct. 31,
according to County Agent S.
W. Anderson.
Average production was 8,952
pounds of milk and 322%
pounds of butterfat per cow.
Feed cost an average of $167 per
cow, including 2,989 pounds of
hay, 5,263 pounds of silage and
2,869 pounds of hay.
Pulaski county is fifth in the
state in number of dairy cattle:
it now has approximately 10,000
milk cows.

to the.tax collector
Paid S5,297,911
in property taxes

-

SUN. & MON., DEC. 30-31

Jefferson County
Dairymen Report
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NEW YEAR'S DAY & WEDNESDAY
It shows the relative
This ent is from an actual photograph.operated
on Kentucky
size of one of the heavy trucks regularly the 18,000-poudd grows
highways before the enactment in 1932 of
ol 38,0115
weight
gross
weight law, that is, swims trucks with atype of modern railroad
pounds were permitted. The heaviest
sides
freight engine is only 4 inches higher and 2% inches
than the me shown in this picture.

Kentucky's Highways Were Not Bulb
for Heavy Trucks
trucking intermit
It Is reported that the commercial
authorise
permanently
legislature
will seek to have the
of more
the operation of trucks with a rote weight
than 40,000 pounds.
surface
There are only 2,100 miles of high type
the
across
highways
main
roads in Kentucky. Even the
winding roads
narrow,
of
stretches
long
state contain
Highway System
of low type construction. In the Stale
than 18 feet
less
miles
3,200
are
there
of 10,000 miles
places
16,000
and
bridges
wide, many substandard
500 feet by,
within
restricted
is
ahead
where the view
the County Road
sharp curves or other.obstructiofts. In
miles of unser.
27,6%
are
there
System of 47,000 miles
,
highs
Kentucky's
is
fact
faced mud roads. The plain
trucks.
-pound
40,000
wept were not built for

and license taxes. All commercial trucks normally
pay less than 4% of all road taxes. This is actually
less than the portion of railroad property taxes that is
used for county roads, bridges and city streets. Why
should those who build and maintain the highways
subsidize the heavy commercial trucks which endanger
the public's WM of public property ?,
No Benefit to the loubrni
Only the operators of the supersize trucks would
Be benefited by the proposed law. The 20-ton trucks
were permitted here during the war but they did not
reduce their charges to the public. Increasing truck
weights in other states has not reduced commercial
truck rates. The commercial trucking interests do not
even propose to reduce the rates they charge the public
if their law should be adopted.

The Subsidy
automobiles ana midis or WI
Iii * normal year
90% of all gasoline
tons or less capacity pay more than
TRUCKS ARE PLAIN ENOUGH. IT IS HARD
OF THE HEAVY
THE DANGER AND COST ANYBODY EXCEPT THEIR OPERATORS WOULD RECEIVE.
WHAT BENEFIT
TO
Association. Protection of the safety and cow
by the KentuckyandRailroad
preservation of the high!,
of trucks of reasonable size,
This message it published of
dependent upon form•to-market and county
the operators
are
penience
who
those
taxpayers and for
transportation in requiring that reasonways, due regard for
fairness to competing forms of
palsies profit.
roads — all units, with simpleupon the instrusnentalities that use public property for
imposed
be
limitations
able
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FUN FOR ALL!
... all for fun!
GET UP A PARTY!
There'd no better
place to welcome
In the New Year!
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Moll We !fund Superlsighwaye et
Farm-to-Market Roads?
The more of the road taxes that is used for huilding
the superhighways needed only by the supersize trucks,
the less will be the funds available for building the
Vartrs-to.nsarket roads so badly needed by the farmers
and school children in the rural section* of the state.
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Mary BOLAND
Philip WOW
Henry O'NEIll

Added Enjoyment!...
MERRIE MELODY CARTOON
M-G-M FEATURETTE
MUSICAL REVUE

COMING! "WAR OF THE WILDCATS"
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/Continued from page one)
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calendars.
1946
new
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he
that
Caldwell
Lovett,
as has Colonel
Clint Boaz
wish for all our friends this Christmas. May
34.00
interested in the Senate
isn't
29.25
Adrian Burchett
our loved ones soon return safe and sound
We have an ample
contest.
35.00
29.21
Chas. B. Lester & Carl Johnson "
Colonel Lovett told this writ- supply - get yours tothat we may together know Peace on Earth
30.00
29.32
taking
am
not
"I
er last week
"
M. B. & Charlie Ferguson
before another year passes.
too seriously the mention of my day.
32.00
27.93
"
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Millard
&
Herman
name as that of a possible can-

Deaths-Funerals

Confederate Bonds
Make Dutch Treat

Political Talk

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent

Tobacco Growers!

Attention
Friends!

sUdate for Governor. While I
lave been pleased-lir-the newspaper comments and messages

,,4

„A _4 _1

from friends over the State, I
have not committed myself one
way or the other and am not
giving the matter much thought".

over our business of
As we approach the New Year we think back the past four weeks,
for
the year about to close and find that our salesthe same period last year
with only one light season, equal our sales for
that we have sold towhen we had a continuous season. We find further
our customers,
among
bacco grown in twelve different counties and that
For all of this
year.
we count 292 new ones who did not sell with us last
the very
giving
by
ation
we are grateful and have tried to sho w our appreci
highest
market
the
best service we know how and getting for each basket
value.
higher and we will try
From the first sale our averages have worked
to keep this up.
season are g-i‘en
Some of the high averages and top baskets of the
below:

Vilas Mitchell
Homer Mitchell
11
Ulis Stegar & Clint Cotton
Christian
Hugo Croft
en
Crittend
Cortez Easley
Hubert Andrews
11
C. E. Drennan
M. B. Whitsell & Arthur Adams Hopkins
T. W.Reynolds & L. Huddleston "
11
<••
Jesse Noel
Floyd Dickerson & J. H. Fowler"
Fletcher Slaton
Hezzie Brown
Jesse Noel & Dave Rainwater "
J. Dan Harris
Bernie Coffman & John Harris"
Harvey U. Harris
11
H. C. Brown & Lilburn Ashby
11
Garnett Clayton
11
Mrs. Ruby Richards
11
Everett Martin
11
Bert Hayes
Marvin Sutton
W. W. Slaton & Amos Rickard"
Mrs. Vaden Veazey & J. T. Rhew"
G. L. Clayton & Austin Babb "
A. 0. Richards
Whit Wilson
Lyon
J. G. Drennan
Clyde Oliver
11
L. L. Lamb
Muhlenberg
Mrs. Sallie Jones
Mrs. Sallie Jones & C. M. Jones"
J. W. Markwell
H. D. Adams & Rupert Francis Trigg
I/
J. C. Fox
B. A. Rogers
1'. Y. Oliver
Webster
Jim Williams
Rice"
&
J. B. Blankenship Wade
11
J. A. Villines
0. S. Link
11
Wes Brooks
11
Forest E. McCoy
11
Norman Asher
Raymond Cherry
Hardy Hubbard

Mitchell
Implement Co.

A STRANGE THING ABOUT TAXES
THE main street of most KenO Ntucky
towns the stores look pretty
much alike ... sell the same kind
of merchandise ... do business with
the same kind of people ... make
the same Lind of profits-but some
of them pay no Federal income taxes
on their earnings! How come?
It is just as if one farmer owning
the same kind of land and livestock
as his neighbors should somehow have
a pull with the tax assessor, so that he
could put into his own pocket the

money that the others had to pay in
taxes.
That wouldn't be fair to other
farmers, would it?
Well, it isn't fair to other merchants when one store on Main Street
doesn't ray tax on its income.
After all, we're all the same kind
of folks-farmers, storekeepers, lawyers, doctors- trying to get on in the
world, paying our taxes, facing the
same problems. We're up against a
big common problem now.

For the Government-owned businesses, the cooperatives.and the mutuals don't pay Federal income tax on
their earnings. They get a free tax
ride at the expense of all the rest of
us-and the fact that they don't pay
taxes makee all the rest of us, farmers,
salaried people and merchants alike,
pay more than we should.
That's why the Tax Equality Committee of Kentucky was organizedto try to put everyone on an equal
basis in paying taxes!

Everybody Oupyia To Pay Income Taxes On All Earnings

If you want to know how this problem
of tax inequality affects you, send a postcard, with your name and address to:

The Illinois Agricultural Association, with 100,000 farmer
members, adopted a resolution November 29, 1945, calling for
repeal of Federal exemptions granted Cooperativea on earnings
retained in their capital structure. The president of tie association
issued a forthright summons to Cooperatives throughout America
to put their houses in order and pay taxes.

26.89
29.31
27.52
27.66
25.17
25.68
25.94
27.11
25.49
33.15
29.28
30.00
27.92
30.86
28.91
27.59
31.65
28.58
30.62
30.07
29.33
32.51
32.51
28.50
29.87
30.64
28.60
29.37
31.28*
25.84
28.06
26.34
27.50
25.68
25.05
27.40
25.51
26.01
26.25
27.35
32.49
27.54
29.65
32.65
27.79
29.51
28.59

33.00
34.00

32.00
31.00
28.00
27.50
29.00
31.00
34.00
35.00
32.00
30.00
34.00
35.00
33.00
34.00
35.00
34.00
34.00
34.00
33.00
33.00
35.00
34.00
34.00
33.00
33.00
33.00
34.00
29.00
33.00
29.50
29.50
29.00
35.00
34.00
33.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
37.00
29.00
34.00
34.00
30.00
33.00
33.00

Now that Christmas is gone may we wish for you a New Year of the
greatest happiness and prosperity you have ever known.

SELL YOUR TOBACCO ON

Brook's Loose Leaf Floor
:VAX EQUALITY COMMITTEE OF KENTUCKY
RAY P. WELLER. Chairman, P. 0. Box 109. Shelbyville. KY.

Tel. 63.

Madisonville, Ky.

Every Basket Sold For It's Highest Market Value!
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At The Churches

Right!

liete

A Yuletime Greeting
to One and All

Sb.e's
...het
it is

Holiday

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Miming Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship

••••

FEATURED IN THE PAGES

Greetings

;

• MADEMOISELLE
.• SEVENTEEN
• VOGUE
!• CHARM
•PHOTOPLAY
•JUNIOR BAZAAR
!GLAMOUR

Christmas is a merry
time — with gifts to

;FIRST CHRISTIAM CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
9:45 Bible School
11:00 Mornirt Worship
7:00 Evening Worship

Yos, out of your favorite
'magazine Into your junior heart
...super -smooth Carole Kings...f
gay, winning, accent•d for
man -appeal. Dress for th• men
In your If. in these eye-catching,
fun-loving originals.

exchange, songs to

s.•
sing, and good things
to eat and drink. But
Christmas is a time
for reflection too —
-4111J

and prayer.

Make

GOLDNAMER'S
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Rev. John T. Cunningham will
preach at Eddy Creek Sunday
morning at 11 o'clock and asks
all his old friends to meet him
then.
CATHOLIC CHURCH
High Mass was held at St.
Paul Catholic Church Christmas
morning at 8 o'clock, with the
Rev. Father Boehmicke officiating.
If your pressure cooker cools
too suddenly it may warp or
crack.

mustfor all time symbolize peace and goodwill. Those
have their counterparts in each of us—who look
1944 years ago
all
ahead with full faith in the enjoyment of happiness and security for
words
speak
to
grew
manger
people of all lands. The Babe born in the
Let us
rich in wisdom which can still guide us in living the goad life.
day
rededicate ourselves this Christmas to keeping the spirit of the
'
alive—for all time.:
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to announce the appointment of this company to represent
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your observance rich-
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er by planning to attend
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Church's

Christmas services in
the company of loved
ones. Hear again the
words of Him who
would give the gift of
Love and Peace to all
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Me F. Murphy Store
and Staff
OWE STEPHENS
. LUCY GROOM
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QUISENBERRY
MISS MAUDE
CORTNER
MISS MILDRED LEE
MRS. EDNA GLOVER
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Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Ice Box Snack

which provide the
In milk are the carbohydrates and the fats
today's wartime
of
activity
endless
body with fuel to carry on the
glass of our
tall
a
try
enjoyment
living. For health plus real
energy and
for
time
any
of
drink
pasteurized milk. Your best
cool comfort.

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
Phone 161

•

IRON FIREMAN
Manufacturing Company
In this county
is
World's Largest Manufacturer of automatic stoker, IRON FIREMAN
to
now busily engaged in production of domestic Stokers for homes,
fill the pent-up demand brought on by the war.
you
Before you buy or order a new stoker for your home, let us tell
about the IRON FIREMAN.

B. N. UNIFY
132 E. Main

Phone 88
PRINCETON

We are also dealers for Norge Refrigerators
and the wonderful new Bondi' Electric Washer

Th'ursda , December 27, 194,
TON, KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCE
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W. H. Johnson
J. Y. O'Bannon
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4.4-Aad
brings the vision
of a world at peace
With an unwavering foith, and
perseverance unceasing, let us
cling to the ideals of the real
Christmas spirit . . . sharing . . .
unselfish giving .. . sacrifice . . .
that our Peace, when it comes,
may be bright and untarnished.

Western Kentucky Gas Co., Inc.

ERIERIMEMitilliainUaloso.
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tionless Tir
New Yeara

"VitTAINTED"

For Immediate
Delivery On
MONUMENTS

e Sam
Although the war is over Uncl
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needs waste greases for many
dead stock
saving grease, and call in your
WORKS.
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING
and
ptly
prom
We will remove all dead stock

SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.

free of charge. "
or
Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55
anfield, Ky., Phone 239.
Thanking you in advance,

402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799
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_Popoi-Cola Company,Long J4Zand

i Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Comm
Franchised Bottler: Peps

Kentucky Rendering 'Works

Wm. M. YOUNG

Uniontown, Kentucky
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May this Christmas be a season of
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cheer, friendliness, and hopes
eager
May the unsuppressable mirth of
of
youngsters, the crackling warmth the
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a,
early Yule log, and the invigorating
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truly pleasureable one for you,
families, and your friends.
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ANTA comes to you this
The very
jeep‘ full of Christmas cheer.

As the Star of
Bethlehem lighted

S

the way to the
manger, so today
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Farmers Would Hedge
Against Lower Prices
A Madison county farm-planning committee "would hedge
against possible lower prices by
liberal seeding of clovers and
grasses on most farms, members
told County Agent J. L. Miller.
Use of fertilizer on alfalfa at
seeding time and periodical topdressing was suggested. Other
practices recommended are:
Sow grass with alfalfa to prevent erosion.
If orchard grtiss is seeded in
mixtures, include a half-bushel
or more.
Put korean lespedeza in all
pastures.

OA Says Steady In,
crease In Output Makes
Move Possible; Prices
Still Controlled
washingtoo — Tire rationing
• end at 12:01 o'clock in the
rning of January 1, Price
• ' trator Chester Bowles
announced.
He said the rationing program
be terminated then "because
• action of tires, particularly
nger tires, the shortage of
'ch has been most acute, has
reased steadily during the
two months, reaching an
ut of about 11,0000,000."
Bowles said O.P.A. and the
Adrainis• inn Production
tion had agreed rationing
d be lifted when production
bed this level.
Holders of tire-purchase cerates will have through Deber 31 to turn in ration
ns to dealers and obtain
nger or truck tires before
tioned sales begin.
• rationing began January
1942. Inventories have been
• n from the day after Pearl
bor.
iyilian Production Adminis, r John D. Small advised
wits that current weekly pro'on of passenger tires will
•ximate 4,000,000 this month.
11 estimated that 66,000,000
•nger tires will be made in

occasielf
heartily
St year,
'
I hrough

Fertilizer Brings Profit

Shortage Of Farm
Homes Is Acute

Repatriation Of Poles
Up To 10,000 Per Day

Warsaw, Poland, orP) The repatriation of an estimated four
Discussing farm building and million Poles from western and
equipment needs, in his report eastern Europe is being stepped
to the Committee for Kentucky, up to more than 10,000 per day.
Wladyslaw Wolski, vice minDean Thomas P. Cooper of the
Kentucky College of Agriculture ister of public administration, reand Home Economics says "there ported 4,500 Poles are entering
is an acute shortage of farm Poland at Szczecin (Stettin)
dwellings in Kentucky suitable from Germany daily. Six thousfor generally satisfactory living." and Poles are passing into their
"In 1940," he continues, "about homeland from American zones
one-fourth of all the farm homes of occupation. Repatriations also
in the state were overcrowded, are being speeded from Soviet
two-fifths needed major repairs, Russia.
Return of Poles to their homeand only one-tenth had convenient water supplies. Careful land originally started on the
planning will be necessary to basis of 3,000 daily. More than
get full benefit from the expend- 200,000 have entered southern
itures involved in meeting these Poland in the last three months.

been causing the recent sever*
drought. His reputation soared
Johannesburg VP) Basil Grey, when heavy rains fell.
a 45-year-old Londoner, is carrying out a spiritualist revival
among the African natives. Clad
only in a loin cloth and living
on goats' milk and roast snakes,
S.
he claims a big following among
PASTIOZTH, an Improved powder
sprinkled on upper or tower Plata*.
the natives of East Africa. He be
hold* false teeth more Ormig In Platift.
slide, slip or rock. No gummy.
has now come down to Swazi- Do not pasty
taste or feeling. FASgooey,
). Doe,not
land to purge it of the spirit TIMM la alkaline (nos-acid
sour. Checks 'plat• odor" (denture
of Hitler which, he claims, has breath). Got FASTMETH at aar area

Hitler Rained Out

Figuring 6-8-6 commercial fer- needs.
tilizer worth $37.30 g. ton, Hill"If needed building is to be
man Collier of Fulton county done on many of the low-in- Aviators Trade
received $22 profit for every ton come farms there must be de- Lessons For Work
used in corn growing, according signs available for substantial
Chickasha, Okla. (IP) Aviation
to his report to County Agent and practical structures that can
enthusiasts here figured out a
J. Homer Miller. He put 1,000 be built at low cost. Lower costs
way to keep the municipal airpounds of 6-8-6 in the furrow along with greater suitability of
port in good condition and at
and used 200 pounds in the drill. buildings to their purposes may
the same time stimulate interest
With stalks 12 inches apart in come with use of new materials,
in flying.
FATHER DELIVERS OWN BABY—Frank Gray, 32, helped out
afeet
te,,,,row and rows 3%
improved old materials and new
Three commercial operators
when the stork got his time signals mixed up and presidia-1Z*
part, the yield was 87 bushels designs and methods of coneach award an hour of dual flythe home delivery of an eight-and-one-half pound boy in Cleveto the acre.
struction.
ing instruction to highschool
land, Ohio. Only one of Gray's eight children was born in a
"There is much to be done in youths on the basis of the time
the
by
only
is
one
delivered
the
the
arrival
newest
hospital but
In one area of Shensi Province remodeling and rebuilding burthey devote to clearing weeds
father shown with his wife, Violet, 29, and Ronald Arthur. (AP In north China, primitive oil
ley tobacco barns to cure higher- and grass from the airport each
Wirephoto)
barwells produce four or five
quality tobacco. The specifica- week.
rels a day.
there is an ample supply of
tions are now available, as a retires to meet all requests.
sult of recent investigations.
Birds on battlefields are less
"For many months," he added,
"Continued mechanization of upset by shellfire than men.
"it will remain important that
agriculture offers important opmotorists continue to do everyportunities for farm-implement
thing possible to avoid excessive
Marshall county's 1946 farm
manufacturing. Machinery adaptwear and tear on tires. There program, as reviewed by Couned to rolling land and to small
will be many who will have to ty Agent H. E. Rothwell, infarms is especially needed. Lowwait to get tires."
cost mechanical equipment for
cludes setting 90,000 trees allotThe O.P.A. chief urged all ted bq the Tennessee Valley
cutting, housing and stripping
wles warned that termina- motorists who can wait for a Authority for gullied ane erodtobacco would have a tremendof rationing does not mean new tire until rationing ends ed land. Fifty-two thousand
ous market. Greater emphasis
to do so.
on maximum feed value for letrees were set this year.
The prohibition on spare tires
gume hay may stimulate revolOther evidences of farm profor new cars will be continued. gress in Marshall county, as reutionary methods and equipment
along with restrictions on white ported by Agent Rothwell —
for harvesting and curing the
d securers ad poison 01111.
exports.
[NA. Prickly .at. /sabers. light side wall tires and tire
crop.
Fifty percent of sheep treated
Skis, Cblgsw or Idesitalte blew,
O.P.A. said price control over with phenothiazine.
"The need for servicing and
gig tir hooky Neb. Tired Sweaty
L A *sagas. seetking l.Us.Qed tires also would be continued
Eighty percent of strawberry
repairing farm and household
say•berii NIG or by wag. Is
checked."
"closely
be
would
and
Phsrease. Ala.
machines will create local busifields winter mulched.
ness opportunities. Service shops
Many farmers established good
In order to retain Vitamin C, fall pasture of balbo rye, rye
of dealers help to fill this need,
potatoes should be served and grass and alfalfa.
but there will be room for exeaten directly after baking.
pansion if the trend toward mePastures and strawberry fields
chanization continues. Opportuntop-dressed with phosphate.
Delivery charges of $3.40 a
ies appear to exist for indiviand
Strength
And Your
uals who will establish themton, or $1.40 more than in 1944,
Energy Is Below Par
Benefit wonderfully from famous reduced the amount of lintestene
selves in various counties as capIt may be named by disorder of kidthat relieves used in Marshall county this So is ourhigh-protein able custom operators of the
discovery
doctor's
ney function that permits polo:mos
este to accumulate. For truly many
backache, run-down feeling due
larger labor-saving and cropyear to 6,050 tons.
people feel tired, weak and misrable
Creamed Cottage Cheese
then the kidneys fail to remove carves
saving machines ' which would
to excess acidity in the arise
cids and other waste matter from the
ood.
permit timely plowing, seeding
which, served with sliced
everywhere Sr. finding enuring
Priming Leaf Valuable
You may suffer nagging backache. Peoplefrom painful symptom of bladder
relief
and harvesting on the smaller
heumatic pains, headaches.
the
in
nc.ifity
exces•
by
caused
irritatioo
lower
Saving the valuable
tun; up nights, leg pains. •welling.
apples and crisp celery,
urine. DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT
farms."
mourns frequent and scanty urineacts fast on the kldney• to ease dimomfort leaves by priming before cutwith smarting and burning la enby promotine the flow of urine. This pure
sign that something Is wrong with
pounds
provides such a temptihg
herbal medicine is especially welcome ting added about 56,000
kidney, or bladder.
where bladder Irritation due to excise
Pet Mink Started
county's tobacco
There should be no doubt that prompt
for 'getUng up sit to Breathitt
responsible
la
acidity
Use
neglect.
than
wiser
tweet is
and wholesome salad.
night*. A carefully blended co,binatIon crop in 1945. This one single
s'. Pah. It is better to rely on a
Backyard Fur Ranch
Dr.
balsam;
vegetables.
of 16 herbs, roots,
'eine that has won countrywide apKilator's contain. nothing harsh, is oh- improved farm practice, carried
vet than on mulething loss favorably
Bingham, Me. (iP) Under proIngood
.11.,t
teeming.
non-habit
testand
solatgly
tried
been
wn. Dorta's have
agricultural
that ninny people say have • out by the county
Boyington
Mrs. Floyd
test
many yeas& Are at ail drug storm.. gredients
appetizing
fresh,
For a
marvelous effort.
Dean's today.
agent, was worth at least $25,agreed eight years ago to care
Send for tree, prepaid esonle TODAY I
Lao thousando of ot:mr• yciell be :led 000, according to farmers and
for two mink which her trapper.
carton delivered to your
that you did. Send name and addrosr. to
counDepartment A, Elba.,& Co., Inc., Elm. business men of Breathitt
husband brought home as pets.
1255. Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. bend
ty.
home, call 161.
She soon became interested '
at once- All druggists n.0 Swe-op Pnot.
in the little animals, and has
turned that interest into a business that in 1945 produced 300
pelts.
Her backyard mink ranch
keeps Mrs. Boyington busy the
year 'round. And from April,
when the "kittens" are born,
until late November, when the
pelts are ready for market, her
husband also has to be on the
job daily.

90,000 Trees For
Marshall Farmers
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DRESSES

MARKED DOWN -- BUY NOW!
GROUP 2
GROUP 1
$3.00 & $4.00
$1.00 & $2.00
GROUP 3 $5.00 & 6.00
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This Christmas, we can all be
jolly and happy, exhuberant and
gay—for the gift of peace has
been sent us. Many of our boys
are home to share in the holiday
festivities and thus reunite families once again. Along with our
most sincere and heartiest wishes
for a best Christmas ever, we
want to thank you for your
friendly cooperation and patronage.

.
Thursdalz
21ZLI94
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II Fathers Out
Of Draft Under
Latest Ruling
Liberalizes

CLASSIFIED ADS

Veterans Nudity Is
Forestalled By Solons
Washington— AP —The
.Senate Small Business Committee is galloping to the
rescue of discharged veterans. who:
1. Can't buy civilian garb
after they get home, because
of shortage.
2. Can't wear their Army
uniform after they get home,
because of military law.
Lest large scale nudity result the committee agreed
yesterday to launch legislation which will permit the
former GI's to go about in
olive drab or khaki as long
as they please.

Congress
Loans And Education
For War Veterans
Under G. I. Law
(liy Asaociated Prexs)

Washington—Selective Service
has halted drafting of fathers
and instructed local draft boards
not to accept on a volunteer
basis any father with three or
more children.
The action came on the heels
of announcements by the Army
and the Navy that their discharge requirements have been
lowered, making 837,000 more
persons eligible for release.
At the same time Congress
passed a wide revision of the
G. I. Bill of Rights, liberalizing
rules on loans and education for
war veterans.
Selective Service said fathers
of one or two children might
co.rd'aue to volunteer.
WWert- thje war ended, drafting of fathers was restricted to
Men under 26, and the now
order removed that one remaining category from the draft.
December 31 the Army point
score will be cut from 55 to 50
for enlisted men and from 73 to
70 for officers. Six hundred
thousand men and women will
become eligible for separation
in that branch.
The Navy program will affect
237,000 more persons between
now and February 2. Critical
scores in the Navy drop January
1 to 36 for enlisted men and 43
for officers; to 23 for enlisted
Waves and 29 for Wave officers.
These are one-point reductions
from the present scores.

To all our goodfriends whom
we have been privileged to

wishes
—our hearty good
and
for a Merry Christmas
you
happy New Year to
and your families.

Farmers' Organization
Asks Congress To Remove €Aemptions
Shelbyville, 'Ky., Dec. 26
(Special) A fotthright summons
to cooperatives throughout the
country to "pay taxes and put
their houses in order" has been
issued by the Illinois Agricultural Association, according to
a statement made today by Ray
P. Weller, chairman of the Tax
Equality Committee of Kentucky.
"The Illinois group", said Mr.
Weller, "is made up of 100,000
farmers and is one of the largest
in the United States. At their
recent meeting in Chicago, they
adopted a resolution favoring
changes in Internal Revenue
regulations which
laws and
would require cooperatives to
report their operations and earnings every year, and to remove
their exemption horn taxes, ex-

ladies of the O.E.S. Brot
take.'notice. Visiting brothers
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will welcome.
P.M.
7
old a called meeting
Ira C. Glpver, Master.
aturday, December 22nd, 1945
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o confer the third degree.
be
will
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Day
John's
St.
eld 7 P.M. Thursday, DecemWhen _cutting flowers,
er 27th, 1945. Annual report of
officers and election and instill- the stem. You will notice i
ation of the new officers. Sup- will keep them from wilt'
er to be served 6 P.M. by the lovger.

asonic Meetings

COMBINATION welding (porWashington — AP — United
table type) for building and States Secretary of Agriculture
Use,
For
repairing michinery.
Clinton P. Anderson promised
see Tommie Travis. Kuttawa, delegation of five Kentucky cona
4tp
Ky. Phone 3762.
gressmen to do "his best" to
prevent a threatened tobacco
from
PROTECT your new chair
shortage.
moths for only $1.25 for 5- canvass
year guaranteed protection. One
spraying of Berlou stops moth Card Of Thanks
damage or Berlou pays for the
To our friends and neighbors:
damage. Walker's Drug Co.
We want to extend our sincere
and gratitude for your
heater thanks
SALE—Laundry
FOR
help and kindness to us when
with water ,jacket. R. M.
our home burned Dec. 19.
Oliver, Mitchell Implement
Your kindness will always be
Co.
remembered and appreciated by
C. N. McConnell and Wife ltp
LOST—Billfold, on Main street
night.
in Princeton, Saturday
Navy
Has Social Security, birth cer- Discharged From
R. Mitchell, Slc,
Herman
tificate, Army registration card
street, has been honorably
with James Markham's name Young
discharged from the Navy at
return
please
Finder
them.
on
Great Lakes, Ill.
for reward to 907 Varmint
ltp
Trace.
dry stoves; One, 4-cap laundry
heater and tank, Ranges and
8and
17
x
FOR SALE — 7.50
Bx cook stoves. Stoves, oil
ply first grade tires. Also
shoes and clothing—all sizes
some 16 - 19 third grade tires.
for men, women and children.
One hot water heater; one car
Suits and overcoats; 10 good
radio; also some used car parts.
bicycles, furniture, beds and
R. B. Williams Garage, Corand accessories of all kinds.
ltp
nick Oil Co.
3tc
J. F. Morgan.

2 T Chevro- FOR SALE-4-room house; 5
/
FOR SALE—One, 11
acres ground; lots of fruit.
let truck. 100 good stoves of
Barney Wilson, Fredonia, Ky.
all kinds—Gas range, Warm
ltp
Morning, Cannon heaters, laun-

CLAUDE P31001,
HOPKINSVILLE ROAD

Home-Owned and Operated by

JOE P. WILCOX

cept on dividends distributed to
their patrons."
Mr. Weller, in commenting on
this action, said that he hoped
Kentucky farmers would view
the matter of tax exemption in
the same way.
"I live in Shelbyville, a farming community," he added, "and
I believe the farmers of Kentucky will be just as willing as
the farmers of Illinois to ask
their representatives in Congress
to remove tax exemptions now
granted to farm cooperative
associations, as soon as they understand the true facts."

Pfc Charles T. Russell
Reenlists In Army

CHRISTMAS

Increase In Tobacco
Canvas Is Requested

Pfc Chiaes T. Russell, Madisonville 'street, has re-enlisted
for one year enlistment period
in the Army Air Forces at Williams Feild, Chandler, Ariz. Pfc
Russell has more than 11 months
active service to his credit, and
will spend his re-enlistment
furlough at his home here.
When boiling eggs, wet the
shells thoroughly in cold water
before dropping into the water.
This prevents cracking.

Kentucky To Get
750-Bed HospitalAs-

Veterans' Program
sured With Passage Of
Bill Granting Funds

Washington—AP—A huge vetwas
erans hospital program
virtually assured this week with
Senate approval of funds for
inclusion in the deficiency appropriation bill.
There was no dispute between
the Senate and the House over
the grant of $158.320,000 for the
hospital program.
Of the toral amount, $23,460,674 is for completion of the
regular construction program,
while $134,859,326 is set aside
for construction of 19 new hospitals and improvements to 20
existing institutions.
Projects in the program (location, number of beds, type, and
estimated cost):
New hospital—Louisville, Ky.
750, general medical and surgical, $4,577,129.

CHRISTMAS —a season of joy and gladness. May your families be happy
and well and may your Yuletide pro ers for the swift return of your loved ones
be answered.

Have You Tried the Red Front Way
of Supplying Your Table Needs?
your
Start the New Year right by getting the best of food at the lowest prices from
Front
Red
the
letting
money
much
have
saved
Thousands
nearest Red Front store.
stores serve them.

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

BROOK'S TOMATO

CATSUP

14 oz. bottle

LOVING CUP

COFFEE 1 pound 21¢ 3 lbs.

59

The coffee with the wonderful flavor

De Luxe Italian Style

SPAGHETTI

16 oz. jar

Nancy Lee Evaporated
nr
Milk 3 tall cans 25¢ 12 tall cans95(

Another car load of sweet Florida Oranges, all sizes, pound
Imported from Honduras

FRESH COCONUTS,
FINEST PORTO RICAN

SWEET POTATOES

pound

71
lilt

(KID GLOVE ORANGES)

Florida Tangerines, pound

12/(

NDIVIDUAL initiative is the keystone
of American freedom. Without that keystone the whole structure of democracy
would collapse.
Individual
tiative—democreeini
racy—f
enterprise. Three definitions of
the same thing, the American way of life.
What does it mean to you? Simply, that
under our system of free enterprise your son
may be an office boy today and president of
the company a few tomorrows away; that you
may be working for someone today and
tomorrow have men working for you.
The electric power industry met every
demand of our wartime economy because it is
a product of that free enterprise system. Our
company shared in that record of achievement.
And, so, the Kentucky Utilities Organization stands ready to meet every challenge
of peacetime expansion and growth in the
territory we serve.
That is individual initiative—the combined
skills and know-how of 1,100 men and women
—in .action for the betterment of all our
people. That is the American way.

I

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

